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Hey guys! My name is Klára Skořepová and I’m 16 years old. I live in a quite 

big village called Stará Huť (don’t bother with the ť and á or worse- ř ;) ) Stará 

Huť is very near to Dobříš and the collaboration between those two places is 

very close, so we could basically say that it’s its part. Anyway… 

I’m visiting Gymnazium Karla Čapka in Dobříš (surprisingly…) and I’m in the 

second grade. I would describe my school as a very friendly and inspiring place, 

where you don’t have to be scared of not fitting in. Well, you’ll learn by your 

own, so don’t worry to write us, we’re so exciting about making new friends, 

especially from some foreign countries (Juchůůů!!!) :D ☺ 

Closer about me…First of all- I LOVE ANIMALS!!! That’s probably my most 

popular characteristic sign, I think. I have seven cats and five dogs (oh yeah…). 

I was basically raised by them,, so it’s a miracle I’m not barking or meowing. ☺ 

And about my personality…I’d describe myself as a very cheerful girl with a 

weird kind of humour, but that doesn’t mean I don’t care about things around 

me, please don’t get me wrong! Actually, I’m a very careful person (why would 

we have twelve animals, if I wasn’t, right? :D ) And my other qualities…Ehm, 

I’m very ambitious and sometimes even stubborn, which might make me look like 

some arrogant „snob“, but I’m not sure if people really see me this way, that’s 

actually my very idea…:D ;)  

Anyway, I hope we all will enjoy this project and make some new friends! Check 

out some of my photos, I tried to find the best ones I have. S pozdravem Klára! 

  

Bubo, she's the most photogenic one :D  /2 

Me. In a car. /1    
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